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Abstract: The deployment of the nodes in a Wireless Sensors and Actuators Network
(WSAN) is typically restricted by the sensing and acting coverage. This implies that
the locations of the nodes may be, and usually are, not optimal from the point of view
of the radio communication. And also when the transmission power is tuned for those
locations, there are other unpredictable factors that can cause connectivity failures, like
interferences, signal fading due to passing objects, and of course, radio irregularities. A
control based self-adaptive system is a typical solution to improve the energy consumption
while keeping a good connectivity. In this paper, we explore how the communication range
for each node evolves along the iterations of an energy saving self-adaptive transmission
power controller when using different parameter sets in an outdoor scenario, providing
a WSAN that automatically adapts to surrounding changes keeping a good connectivity.
The results obtained in this paper show how the parameters with the best performance
keep a k-connected network, where k is in the range of the desired node degree plus or
minus a specified tolerance value. In addition, the worst performance shows how a bad
parameters choice can create isolated islands, groups of nodes disconnected from the rest of
the network.
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1. Introduction

The Wireless Sensors and Actuators Networks (WSAN) are a well known wireless communication
technology with benefits that are becoming significantly important for solving upcoming societies
challenges [1]. The WSAN reliability is strongly affected by unpredictable changes in the environment.
A node transmitting using always its maximum power, will show a reliability highly immunized to
changes in the environment, but the node energy consumption will be unnecessarily soaring. Thus, a
trade-off between energy consumption and communication reliability is required, as proposed in diverse
strategies (Kotian et al. [2], Mahmood et al. [3] and Kusy et al. [4], among others). In a previous work
[5], we propose a self-adaptive strategy, based on fuzzy control, which adapts each node transmission
power to achieve an optimal number of neighbors (an optimal node degree). This optimal number of
neighbors guarantees the node a high likelihood to reach any other node in the WSAN, and depends
on parameters of the specific WSAN: the deployment area and the number of nodes per m2. The node
transmission power is dynamically adapted and thus the energy consumption is optimized.

The proposed fuzzy control system running in each node in a WSAN includes two feedback control
loops. A primary feedback control manages the node transmission power considering both its real
and targeted number of neighbors. A secondary feedback control loop manages the node targeted or
optimal number of neighbors considering the battery level. In each feedback control loop there is a
decision-making function based on fuzzy logic that actually decides what to do at each moment. The
system itself is described in a previous work [6].

In this paper we discuss about the achievements of a real system accomplishing the approach above
described, focusing on each node performance. Global WSAN figures were also discussed in [6].

2. Experimental Set-Up

Ten experiments were conducted using eight SunSPOT nodes following the distribution described in
Figure 1. The orientation of the antenna was arbitrary.

Figure 1. Deployment, distances and nodes orientation.
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The first two experiments, e01 and e02, were control experiments using a fixed transmission power
instead of the self-adaptive system. Experiments e03 to e10 used different configuration parameters for
the self-adaptive system as shown in Table 1. The parameters were the reference or targeted node degree
(NDR), the tolerance over the reference node degree (ξND), the transmission power change rate scale
(kCR) and the energy critical level (ECR), a threshold to reduce the energy consumption even more.

Table 1. Parameters and results from previous work.

Experiment NDR ξND kCR ECR Je Jc

Reference ND Tolerance on NDR CR change rate Critical energy level (mAh)

e03 2 0 1 150 3921.53 36.7036
e04 2 0 3 150 3947.76 17.0662
e05 2 1 3 150 3639.89 9.6857
e06 3 1 3 150 3817.46 12.9013
e07 3 0 3 150 3846.54 11.3045
e08 3 0 1 150 3865.22 19.0762
e09 3 1 1 150 3798.83 20.1254
e10 2 1 1 150 3952.63 40.1113

The previously obtained values for the cost of the global energy consumption (Je) and the global
connectivity (Jc) are also shown in Table 1.

3. Results and Discussion

In Table 1 we can see that the best (lowest) values were obtained in experiment e05, while the worst
(highest) are those from experiment e10. The worst scenario was due to the configuration parameters
allowing a node to reach a steady state with just one neighbor. Of course this implies the creation of
isolated islands. But this also happens with other configurations.

(a) (b)

Figure 2. PTX dynamics comparison; (a) PTX dynamics for experiment e05; (b) PTX
dynamics for experiment e10.
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For instance the next worst scenario regarding the cost due to energy consumption (Je) was e04. In
Figure 2a and Figure 2b we can see the communication range dynamics for experiments e05 and e04
respectively. Each color is assigned to a transmission power. Therefore each color change represents a
change in the transmission power.

In Figure 3a and Figure 3b we can see the evolution of the number of neighbors for both experiments
e05 and e04. As can be observed even in the best case, that is, in experiment e05, there are nodes that
from occasionally lose all their neighbors. This situation is worse in experiment e04.

(a) (b)

Figure 3. ND dynamics comparison; (a) ND dynamics for experiment e05; (b) ND
dynamics for experiment e10.

Equation 1 is then used to calculate the global cost of the communication range dynamics introduced
by the control based self-adaptive system parameters. In the equation Jd refers to the cost due to the
communication range dynamics, while χi refers to the transmission power changes done in node i, and
n is the total number of nodes used in the experiment. In this case we have considered the same amount
of rounds for every experiment, so we can compare the results.

Jd =
n∑
i=0

χi (1)

Applying Equation 1 to the whole set of experiments using the self-adaptive system we obtain the
results shown in Table 2.

As we can observe from the results, there is a direct relation between the usage of a non-zero ξND
value and the number of changes observed in the transmission power during each experiment. We have
obtained that, for the experiments where ξND > 0, the average of changes µξND>0 is 88, with a standard
deviation σξND>0 is 28.6473. Similarly for the experiments where ξND = 0 the average of changes
µξND=0 is 187, with a standard deviation σξND=0 is 27.6526. And again the best results are obtained in
experiment e05.
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Table 2. Cost of the communication range dynamics and related configuration parameters.

Experiment NDR ξND kCR ECR Jd

e03 2 0 1 150 150
e04 2 0 3 150 211
e05 2 1 3 150 58
e06 3 1 3 150 83
e07 3 0 3 150 205
e08 3 0 1 150 182
e09 3 1 1 150 127
e10 2 1 1 150 84

4. Conclusions and Outlook

As we can observe from the results, it seems that there is some time at which there is a communication
range adjustment, even when the network have reached a previous steady state. This implies that even
using the same transmission power in the same node for the same deployment and conditions, the
communication range varies over time. The variability of the communication range when using the
same transmission power can be caused by interferences in the area. But there is also another interesting
phenomena. In our implementation we have used a basic neighbor discovery protocol that considers that
two nodes are neighbors if they can communicate each other in just one hop.

We have used directly the communication capabilities of the radio system, which has a receiver
sensitiby of -95 dBm. IEEE 802.15.4 requires a 1% PER (Packet Error Rate) at -85 dBm. This means
that our nodes can receive packets with as low as -95 dBM RSSI (Receiver Strength Signal Indicator),
but of course, with higher PER. Therefore there can be neighboring nodes with higher PER causing
that, from one round to the next one, they cannot see each other. Thus they require a transmission power
adjustment, which can require a new readjustmen in successive rounds. One simple solution for this issue
can be using a filter function in the neighboring decision, so that any potential neighbor is considered as
such only if it complies with certain quality parameters, like a good RSSI or a good LQI (Link Quality
Indication). Another potential solution considered for further exploration can be using a fuzzy decision
making method so instead of being a binary relationship among the nodes (being neighbor or not), it can
be a probabilistic one, assigning a weight between 0 and 1 to each possible neighbor.

Finally, another worth thing for further research is the self-adjusting of the reference node degree and
communication range change rate depending on the density of nodes in the area. After all, this density
depends on the sensing coverage, and the communication range to assure certain cinnectivity is directly
related to it [7].
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